
IATI Members and Senior
Officials Bring Their

Personal Take on the Israeli
Life Science Industry

A glimpse from the testimonials:
Dr. Ami Appelbaum - Chairman, Israel
Innovation Authority and Chief Scientist,
Ministry of Economy and Industry:
“Israel is recognized as an innovation hub.
This is due mainly to innovations made in
the field of Information and
Communication Technologies ‚ICTƒ. Israel
boasts the highest concentration of PHDs
per capita and has world leading research
institutes.
New and advanced developments of
artificial intelligence and big data provide
Israel
a unique foothold for the Israeli life science
industry..."
Click here to read more

Opportunities await
investors at the UAE’s
fast-growing healthcare

sector
 

With the Israeli market now open for
business, Israel is set to become an
essential part of the Emirates’ strategy.
This article reviews the current status of
the UAE’s healthcare industry, how the
Emirates is incentivizing growth in the
sector and describes the rising interest in
new medical fields and technologies. 
Click here to read more

Webinar manages dual-
use foreign trade

 

IATI and the Export Control Division of the
Ministry of Economy held a virtual meeting
on the supervision of dual-use exports, for
Israeli and multinational high-tech
companies and venture capital funds. 

Virtual Round table-
A toolbox for raising

capital

IATI, Shibolet and TARGET-VENTRUR,
held a virtual meeting for entrepreneurs,
startups and companies, which provided
significant tools for raising initial
investments.
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We Welcome Our 19 NEW Members for Q2!

IATI Israel’s Life Science Annual Industry Report  2021

IATI's Israel's Life Science Annual Industry Report 2021 provides the broadest, deepest
view of this thriving industry.
The continuity, the annual comparison and the long-term view, all make the Report the most
comprehensive take on the Israeli Life Science Industry. 
This quarter we have launched the report, with the presence of the Minister of Innovation,
Science and Technology Orit Farkash Hacohen.
The report uncovers, amongst other things, the best Biomed reality that has at any point been
in Israel: the quantity of organizations has multiplied itself, and the marvelous growth of the
investments arrived at another peak of 2.5 Billion dollars.  

Click Here to read the Report

IATI Speed Dating Event 

IATI gave its startup members the opportunity to meet for a personal meeting with
CEO of Israel Innovation Authority, Mr. Dror Bin and the Minister of Innovation,
Science and Technology, Mrs. Orit Farkash Hacohen. 

IATI Base Document for National Policy
in the Spheres of Innovation,
High-Tech and Life Science

IATI demands all members of the Knesset to commit to promoting the national policy
document which deals with matters of innovation, High-Tech, and the Life Science
industries. The document was distributed to all members of the Knesset.

The national policy document we made states the significant aspects of the subject
and has been created by the tops of our industry senior officials, who knows the
challenges the industry dealing.
 

Click here read the document

Opening Remark by Karin Mayer Rubinstein in
"The Marker" Dealing with Diversity & Inclusion in

the 2021 High Tech Industry

CEO and president of IATI, Karin Mayer Rubinstein, concludes in "The Marker"' the
importance of Diversity & Inclusion in the High-Tech and Life Science Industry, as a
national mission.

The Diversity & Inclusion in tech companies is essential to strengthen the Israeli
eco-system, and society, and which also provides a solution to the manpower crisis
in the high-tech industry.

IATI will make sure it gathers all the relevant players to cooperate and engage with
this mission. 

Click Here For the Full Article

IATI HR Work Group "Back to Office" Survey June
2021

An IATI survey revealed that 45% of the workers in the international high-tech companies in
Israel expressed opposition to returning to work from the office.
What are the opportunities in a hybrid work environment? What challenges will we face in
creating such an environment?
IATI's VP of Human Resources answers all the questions in the attached article in
TheMarker.
Click Here For the Full Article

 Beit Shemesh Municipality, IATI Members - 
Tech Tour 

IATI and  Beit Shemesh Municipality, invited its members to a guided tour at Beit Shemesh,
guided by Dr. Aliza Broch, the city’s Mayer.

The members who participated have learned about the city’s fast growth pace and the
interesting, unique opportunities it offers to the different High Tech and Life Industry
companies. 

IATI MNC Forum

IATI MNC quarterly Forum hosted Mr. Dror Bin, CEO of the IIA, and with the
presence of the leading development center GM's of the MNC, we heard the insights
of Dror and the rest of the members of the last quarter.
 
At the meeting, the committees and work groups of the MNC Forum, reviewed the
progress of the education committee, the Human Resource WorkGroup and
Diversity and Inclusion committee.

IATI Legal & Accounting Committee

IATI Legal & Accounting Committee hosted Dr. Moshe Barkat, Supervisor of the
capital market, insurance and savings Authority at the Ministry of Finance.
In addition, we have heard from our members committee, Updates about the
committee activity. 
 

IATI HR WorkGroup  

IATI HR Work Group has assembled for its Q2 meeting. 
The gathering held the significant subject of the new hybrid working model and the
challenges it brings to the table. We hosted Adv. Orly Jerbi who discussed about the
inquiries that surfaced from the HR's daily work.

IATI Education Committee 

IATI Education committee gathered for its quarterly meeting, in which the future
objectives were presented:

• Creating on the web multidisciplinary specialized courses 
• Making and empowering understudies for online self-learning 
• Acquiring English 
We have additionally talked about the requirement for cross-sector cooperation and
administrative workplaces to arrive at the 15% High-Tech business rate.
The coordinated effort among IATI and the Ministry of Education keeps on advancing
technological education and training for the students of Israel. 
We ran the final stage of the National computational thinking championship.

Integration of Ultra-Orthodox in the High-Tech
Industry

In honor of Haredi High-Tech Week, the Ascaria Institute in collaboration with Kama
Tech and IATI, conducted a survey among employers indicating that employers
(78%) expect the rate of Haredi high-tech to increase significantly in the near future
due to labor shortages.
Click Here For the Full Article

Enforcement of Reciprocal Procurement in Life
Sciences Companies

The life sciences companies sector gained many headlines during the Covid-19
crisis, and many of the companies associated with the crisis grew and developed.
However, many companies were left behind, and in fact it was the difficulty of life
sciences companies to raise funds and continue to survive during the Corona crisis.
An opinion column by Yaakov Michlin, chairman of IATI, was published in Globes.

Enacting offset agreements for suppliers of pharmaceutical and medical equipment
in Israel, regulations that would allocate substantial resources to the Israeli life
science industry and provide a significant contribution to local economy.

We want to thank Assaf Harel from Gronitzky & Co. for writing a chapter about the
subject in our base document for National Policy. 
 
Click Here For the Full Article

Entrepreneur of the Year 2021 - Unistream

CEO and president of IATI, Karin Mayer Rubinstein took part as a judge in the
"Entrepreneur of the Year" contest, which allows every kid in the country an equal
opportunity to grow and succeed in the High-Tech industry. 
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